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A Conversation between Tim Davis and John Pilson 
	  

on the occassion of the exhibition "Your Content Will 
Return Shortly" at Franklin Street Works, January 24 - 
March 24, 2013 



	  



TD: On New Year's Eve, 2010, I was wandering the streets of 
Saigon, watching people burn piles of hundred dollar bills to give 
the dead a little spending cash. I ended up at an opening for 
a colleague of ours, Hap Tivey, at a cool gallery in a Brooklyny 
neighborhood. As the evening wore on, there was hum of 
conversations about the nature of the previous decade. The 
millennium, with all its Y2K kookiness, had been such a marker of 
time, and there was a bit of anxiety about what the twenty aughts 
had added up to. At one point I turned to a group of new friends, 
the heart of the alternative art scene in Vietnam, and said, "I think 
I just looked at a computer screen for the last decade." There was 
an audible sigh at that suggestion, an intake of breath to cover 
the embarrassment I think a lot of us felt at that idea, so true for so 
many. Outside it was utterly analog. Street vendors, drunken 
revelers, I remember a dog hugging a melting block of ice. But 
somehow, my sense of what the last ten years had added up to, was 
staring at a screen. That acknowledgement felt exactly post-coital, 
the rush of sadness returning to oneself after orgasm and union. 
And I think screen time is the same way. 

	  
	  
	  
JP: Hanoi was my first time in Asia and my first impressions were 
brutally sonic: the nonstop swarm of whining, howling mopeds 
punctuated by thousands of overlapping toy horn "beep beep beeps" 
(I think you get a ticket if you stop honking) and synth pop music 
blasting from every apartment; the vocals always WAY up over a 
schmaltzy slow-dance keyboard sound. After a few days I started 
to recognize certain songs by melody but also figured there must be 
more than one version of the big hits since the vocals were wildly 
different from one track to the next. By the end the week I was 
ready to pass judgement on Vietnamese pop vocalists as either 
being universally bad or just beyond my culturally inherited 
understanding of good. It took a few more days to realize that 
while there were a lot of things out of reach for the citizens of 
Hanoi in 1994, everyone had a Karaoke machine. It's a good place 
to start a conversation about screens: Vietnam and karaoke. time 
and regret. Singing in the living room vs. "the living room war,” 



fear vs. empathy, vicarious experience vs. (as the hand carved Zippo 
sez): "Please Don't Tell Me About Vietnam Because I Have Been 
There". There's no argument about screens that doesn't involve 
guilt, pleasure and guilty pleasures. As eyeballs deep we are in the 
virtual I wonder what screen comforts are more than cold comforts. 
In contrast to the daily glut and sidestepping the "to Facebook or 
not to Facebook" hand-wringing those home karaoke units might 
be hinting at something: a screen that doesn't receive or transmit, 
a TV that asks for action instead of passivity and a monitor as a 
warm, awkward stage for genuine no-budget pleasures instead of 
mere voyeurism. But again, it's hard to not be utopian or dystopian 
about screens. Your description of post-coital sadness reminds me 
of Woody Allen's Manhattan and the overheard conversation at 
the Museum Gala: "My doctor says I'm having the wrong kind of 
orgasm…" What's your idea of good TV, good computer? 

	  
	  
	  
TD: Goodscreen® has one feature. It isn't addictive. We know 
the current glow is addictive, don't we? Because it FEELS SO 
GOOD. It feels good to check out of the flow of obligations and 
assertions and into the WHITE ROOM. It's like skipping all of 
2001 and just finding oneself a floating fetus in a supermodernist 
photo shoot. It feels too good. Infinite Jest wasn't joking. The world 
is full of what DFW called "abusable escapes" ["gambling can 
be an abusable escape, too, and work, shopping, and shoplifting, 
and sex, and abstention, and masturbation, and food, and exercise, 
and meditation/prayer"] Every time I glance at my phone I feel 
the way a PC does when you press its RESTART button, or 
how a Catholic feels leaving the confession booth having been 
absolved. It's starting anew. And yet, what good is anew, when 
another anew is asking for your attention at every breath, every 
caesura? Badscreen® is better than reality; cleaner, sleeker, more 
convenient. It's exactly like cocaine and it hurts the same way after 
a while. My only religious belief is that religious beliefs insisting 
there is a better place than here are dangerous. I feel truly addicted 
to looking for that better place. Doesn't matter if I'm in a candy 
colored Hudson Valley sunset, or holding my newborn child in my 



arms, when I know that white light is nearby, I conjure ways to get 
to it. I make excuses. Goodscreen® wouldn't be that way. 

	  
	  
	  
JP: I share the symptoms, concur with your diagnosis but I'm less 
bleak about the causes and effects; or maybe I'm just a step further 
along the digital denial curve, abandoning anger for bargaining. My 
tendency towards little hits of pleasure, the urge to disconnect from 
a beautiful moment and follow a dubious urgent wisp into "the 
white room" (I call it the 'casbah') are well documented. I'm not 
convinced that even without easy access to the button and screen 
that I wouldn't be regularly turning away or inward from the good 
and real, the sunsets and babies. On a good day the wired life is 
indistinguishable from its picture of dynamic life; a riot of ideas 
pouring out and spilling in; fast as thought. On a bad day, addiction 
yes(!) plus your own personal portrait of Dorian Grey: the price 
of belonging, professionally glib and joylessly present, becoming 
more dissapated with each like-minded "like," "cc" or online 
payment. Even if you didn't grow up with a TV you don't need 
Marshall McCluhan or David Cronenberg to tell you that screens 
are psychoactive and get under you skin and hopefully you don't 
need Malcolm Gladwell to explain the thrills of focus, work ethic 
and original thought either. But talking about how it FEELS is so 
much more interesting than OpEd pieces or NPR Commentary 
about how exposure to screens/Internet/video games are stunting 
creativity (what's creativity!?) in children, causing depression in 
adults and "changing our brains". I FEEL bad and feel worse that 
I'm reading or listening to them online after spending an hour 
playing video games with my son and before preparing a stack of 
dvds of films+videos to show my students in class where they will 
inevitably take advantage of the dark to check their cellphones 
at least once. Sometimes it's just the landscape. The screens 
(handheld, JetBlue seat mounted or Sports Bar multi-panelled) 
come with the territory. Other days they trigger a weird moral 
conflict: should I cancel my Facebook account? Is there a way to 
have a computer without a web browser? I want a phone, just a phone 
and a camera without a phone and I'm going to start wearing a 



watch again. But will carrying a phone, a camera, a filo-fax and a 
wallet make me look fat or worse: slow? My drive to distraction has 
been more a benefit than a problem and growing up sci-fi obsessed 
in the 70s definitely whet my appetite for cyberwhatever while 
giving enough nightmarish examples of breakdown and failure 
to make the current moment seem familiar enough. Speaking of 
Kubrick's 2001: it's amazing how that film inspired my techno- 
lust when I saw it as a six year old and later inspired my favorite 
art problem: "What is so damn beautiful about alienation?" Loss, 
entropy, depletion, glazed-over stares, emptiness and empty space. 
The boxes have been checked over and over from Atget to Frank/ 
Antonioni to P.T. Anderson. Kubrick's wooden Astronauts in that 
hostile (White Room?) vacuum tight space: the simplest gestures 
(eating, running, drawing, singing happy birthday) are so fragile 
and gorgeous because the backdrop is so unsympathetic. This line 
of questioning is something I think you and I share in our work: 
the daily slapstick of an obstacle course life, looking for warmth in 
the vacuum. And even though we both have worked in different 
media I think we share an interest in MEDIUMS rather than 
multimedia. So screens good or bad, have you made any screen 
discoveries that deliver something acute and native that made 
something out of its own nothing? 

	  
	  
	  
TD: I miss alienation. One of my favorite passages in the history 
of art is the end sequence of Antonioni's L'eclisse. The camera falls 
off of Monica Vitti (how could anyone look away from Monica 
Vitti???!!!) as she leaves Alain Delon's office, and wanders through 
a visual world of fragments of modern architecture and the 
edges of unimportant things. It's the triumph of the visual over 
the narrative, one of the great psychic monuments to the value 
of photography and just plain seeing. The camera has given up 
on the two most gorgeous humans in history and their unlikely 
romance, and is just as interested in a stick floating in a water 
barrel and a querulous set of shadows. The camera, the visual, the 
world, has won, over our desires for entertainment and romance. 
The artists in the audience are wiping the butter off their sticky 



hands and heading for the door, but two minutes  before the film 
ends, this guy gets off a bus holding a copy of L'Espresso with 
the headline "La Gara Atomica". This triumph of the visual, this 
paean for the everyday, the real, is in fact a moment of classic 
Existential Atomic Angst. And it's GORGEOUS. The film ends 
with the shot of a streetlight in suburban Rome, and it feels like 
the end of the world. My fear is screens are killing alienation. They 
are so useful, they accompany us everywhere, devotedly (unless you 
have to deal with AT&T). They always have the right answer. So 
whatever NPR says, I actually think screen culture is making us feel 
more and more at home. And that can't be good, artistically. My 
grandfather always used to point out that the history of literature 
was one long tale of families treating each other abysmally, and 
that to expect more from life was unrealistic. My worry for the 
screentime generation is that they'll not know alienation. What 
happens when you can plunge into the Chuck E Cheese ball pit of 
pure, uncut information every time you seek an answer? Maybe you 
don't go looking for that answer. My experience of undergraduates 
is that they are so unused to failure that they don't know how to 
search for anything. They've always known where to go to meet 
every need, emotional, temporal, informational, &c &c, and so 
the idea that the answer may be out there, beyond the expected 
confines, is utterly alien to them. So, yes, both you and I have made 
work where we can stand up and joyously celebrate the world 
despite (or perhaps BECAUSE of ) an alienated relationship to bad 
architecture and worse economics. Art needs to both celebrate and 
criticize. Screens always affirm. They can't be trusted. 

	  
	  
	  
JP: Your description of L'Eclisse brought that film raging back to 
life and reminded me of how the whole point of screen life is that 
we make it personal, take it personally. "Screen Memories" is one 
of those Freud essays I never read, I think it's about false memories 
that do a job, act as placeholders for more troubling memories. 
Nuclear war....motherfucker. If a Cold War childhood prepared us 
for one thing it was to thrill to the final scene of L'Eclisse and 
to view Science Fiction as suggesting a life beyond the heat flash 



and aerosol-ed flesh that was promised by every firehouse Noon 
Siren or cartoon interrupted by high decibel Emergency Warning 
System tone: "This Is Only A Test". When I started teaching 
in 2001 I caught a generational slice whose progress from high 
school to college had taken place under the kind, concerned and 
gently horny eye of Bill Clinton framed in big and boxy CRT 
screens. They weirdly reminded me of my parents, the 50s, high 
expectations with a healthy amount of fear in the background 
that gave them a funny AND sardonic edge. As Juniors they were 
disgusted at the first incoming class to arrive on their small woodsy 
campus with cellphones. It brought the outside in, screwed things 
up, they looked too confident chatting with supportive friends and 
family elsewhere when they should be awkward and charming 
and nervous first year students far away from home. This slice was 
also experiencing the first flush of Internet evangelical utopianism. 
Corporate Culture was being given a makeover and being resold 
as Counter Culture: Advertising Firms were installing skateboard 
ramps and bean bag chairs instead of conference rooms, Internet 
Start Ups were cooler than Indie Rock (not hard when Pavement 
was as good as Indie Rock got in the late 90s) and Brian Eno was 
composing the power-up tones for Windows XP. The general 
feeling, one that I shared with my "turn-of-the-century" students, 
was not yet those daily affirmations of screen life that would 
eventually make for your "Television=Computer" but feeling 
totally left out of the promises of boom time, gold rush and the 
digital Age of Aquarius. Back then I made a lot of pictures of 
sunlight on computers, found black and white film a better way 
of negotiating the techno-landscape, thought about Godard's 
Alphaville: his modern Paris as another planet in the future, black 
and white film as less a document (or a short cut to "art") than a 
portal into another dimension. But the current mash-up of lived 
life, screen life, historical thinking and browser history is anxious 
and dissonant. We agree about alienation, the necessity for hard, 
as opposed to soft, targets for art to celebrate as it criticizes. An 
even more pernicious aspect of screen life is that celebration and 
criticism itself has been defanged and commentary relegated to 
the "comments" where it's usually: nice enough thoughtful folks 



vs. raging sociopaths and the certainty that both are typing in their 
underwear. But artists (like Jazz musicians) are always parsing 
the signal to noise spectrum. It doesn't matter whether Vermeer 
used a camera obscura or not, he lived in a world transformed by 
optics and clearly found a new beauty in the scientific (objective? 
godless?) description projected on a ground glass. Screen things 
get under your skin for better and worse. Lately it seems that, 
from phones to photoshop, screens are about one thing: the fate of 
ambition. Many of my current students would readily admit that 
they'd rather be included on certain photo-blogs than hang work 
in a scrappy group show in Bed-Stuy. I've heard photo curators 
talk about the rise of the amateur while admitting to boredom 
with "a fully articulated definition of fine art photography". The old 
artist putdown "My kid could do that" is pretty obsolete now or at 
least replaced with "photography is an app". When it is genuinely 
easy to make something, post something and even get a "genuine" 
response to that thing at least part of the message becomes: "Well 
what more do you snobs want?" Is it elitist for a young person 
to aspire to make work that might one day hang in a museum next 
to an artist who inspired them to make art in the first place? 
Eventually even the most Pavolvian (push the button, get a treat) 
screen babies have to make a distinction between play and labor, a 
"like" and a life's work. As far as the illusion of things being easier 
or any anxiety we are intended to feel when confronted with the 
digital shit storm I will always lean on the words of your friend and 
my hero D.A. Pennebaker who during a panel discussion was asked 
"How do you feel about the fact that with digital video anyone can 
make a documentary now?" and replied without missing a beat: 
"Well, there's a lot of pencils out there too but not a lot of poets." 

	  
	  
	  
TD: True that. But most of the poets I came up with say they 
hate poetry, and are spending all their time spelunking through 
the Internet for found language to —drumroll (and hanky)— 
recontextualize. In the next part of this conversation, which will 
take place on a stroll through little pocket desert of Osoyoos, 
British Columbia or maybe up the winding snakes and ladders of 



Naples’ streets, and not in our respective studios on our respective 
Mac towers, we’ll be divorced enough from these tools to be able 
to discuss the difference between how they work and how they 
feel. It’s the latter that interests me, because we all know how well 
they function. We just have no idea what they’re doing to us. These 
screens are collapsing the difference between working and being. 
Does that make us homo faber, or “Arbeit Macht Frei?” 

	  
	  
	  
JP: Funny and like your poets, it used to be the BEST 
photographers I knew that kinda hated photography, now it’s the 
worst. I gotta go with Naples for our Socratic walkabout. There’s no 
escaping a wired world but chances are our iPhones won’t work and 
we’ll end up talking more about where to eat while dodging Vespas 
and garbage bags instead of whatever we are (I’m in my underwear, 
you?) tapping out here. Experience, accept no substitute. 
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